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Annotatsiya. Maqolada jadid adabiyotshunosligiga munosib hissa qo’shgan olim 

Begali Qosimov yaratgan ilmiy maktab va uning istiqlol davri jadid 

adabiyotshunosligida tutgan o’rni yoritib berilgan. Olim jadid adabiyoti namoyondalari 

ijodini chuqur tahlil va tadqiq etib, bu davr adabiyotining yangicha ruhini kashf etgan.   

Kalit so’zlar: jadid adabiyotshunosligi, ilmiy maktab, an’anaviy adabiyot, jadid 

adabiyoti, turkchilik ildizlari, milliyat. 

Аннотация. В статье описывается научная школа, созданная ученым Бегали 

Касимовым, внесшим достойный вклад в современную литературу, и ее роль в 

современной литературе периода независимости. Ученый глубоко 

проанализировал и изучил творчество представителей современной литературы и 

открыл для себя новый дух литературы этого периода. 

Ключевые слова: джадидская литература, научная школа, традиционная 

литература, джадидская литература, турецкие корни, национальность. 

Abstract. The article describes the scientific school created by the scientist Begali 

Kasimov, who made a worthy contribution to modern literature, and its role in modern 

literature of the independence period. The scientist deeply analyzed and studied the 

works of the representatives of modern literature and discovered a new spirit of the 

literature of this period. 

Key words: jadid literature, scientific school, traditional literature, jadid literature, 

Turkish roots, nationality. 

Introduction. Begali Kasimov, a hard-working scholar who made a worthy 

contribution to the development of jadid literature, as a scholar of jadid literature, 

carefully studied the heritage of hundreds of dedicated artists of this period. Literary 

critic B.Kasimov was a selfless scientist who devoted his whole life to the development 

of the nation's literature. He was born in an educated family in the village of Denov, 

Kasbi district of Kashkadarya oasis. The Kashkadarya oasis has brought up many 

creative and enlightened people to the Uzbek people. 

Literature review. Under the leadership of professor Gulom Karimov, the aim is 

to study the Jadid movement and its representatives, which was dangerous for that 

period. Most importantly, with his effective scientific activity, he managed to open new 

paths for the history of our nation, for the history of our literature, unexplored reserves 

... [2], points out that the scientific heritage created by the scientist in modern literature 

has reached the level of a school. 

"They live in the hearts of the people", "To be the world within the world", 

"Enlightenment of the awakened nation", "Ismailbek Gaspirinsky and Mahmudkhoja 

Behbudi", "Enlightenment and the national awakening movement", "Truth as clear as 

the sun", "Two created by Professor B. Kasimov", "Two Destiny ”,“ Tavallo and Haji 
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Muin ”,“ A Novel about Cholpon ”assesses the writers and poets who contributed to the 

revival of the Uzbek national thought. The literature of this period is truly new 

literature. “It differs drastically from the traditional form of literature, to the content, to 

the means of expression. It is a literature that awakened the nation and led to 

independence. [3] 

Research Methodology. Begali Kasimov a hard-working scholar who made a 

worthy contribution to the development of modern literature, was a scholar of modern 

literature. Hundreds of dedicated artists of this period carefully studied the heritage and 

gave life to their dead souls. In the words of the Hero of Uzbekistan, literary critic Ozod 

Sharafiddinov, the phrase "The Last Jadid" suited him very well, a jadid scholar, is 

recognized as a meticulous researcher who studied in depth the participants in a major 

social movement called Jadidism and their activities. “It differs drastically from the 

traditional form of literature, to the content, to the means of expression. It is the 

literature that awakened the nation and led to independence. ”[3] 

Analysis and results. Jadid literature is a new literature in its own right and serves 

as a basic school for the manifestation of rare talents in the history of Uzbek literature. 

Begali Kasimov studied the scientific school of jadid literature and devoted his 

dissertation to the work of Mirmukhsin Shermuhammedov (the most advanced 

representative of the jadids - Fikriy).  

Due to the political situation, the Uzbek literature of the period of national revival 

began to be studied under the pretext of "revolutionary literature". After all, the time 

was very complicated and controversial. Whatever the virtue of the nation, whatever the 

light in its life, would be spread in the honor of the revolution. This desire has opened 

the door to new opportunities in the study of modern literature. ” [5] 

Due to the fruitful work of this team, about twenty Jadid artists, including 

M.Shermuhammedov, Ismailbek Gaspirinsky, Abdulla Avloni, Behbudi, Fitrat, 

Cholpon, Abdulla Qodiri, Tavallo, Sirojiddin Sidqi, Abdulhamid Majidi, Sofizoda, 

Ibrat, Ajzi, Haji Muin, Vadud Mahmud The literary heritage and socio-political 

activities of modern artists such as Mahmud have been extensively studied and included 

in school and university textbooks. Before independence, such scholars as N.Karimov, 

B.Kasimov, E.Karimov, A.Aliev studied modern literature, but after independence this 

line expanded considerably. O.Sharafiddinov, U.Normatov, N.Karimov, B. Nazarov, H. 

Boltaboev, D.Quronov, Sh.Rizaev, B.Karimov, I.G'aniev, N.Afoqova, U.Jurakulov and 

M.Tadjibayeva studied modern literature without ideological pressure. Among these 

researches the scientific heritage of Begali Kasimov has a special significance and 

serves as a source for creation of some researches on modern literature. 

B. Kasimov's scientific school became the basis for new scientific directions in the 

field of literature and related fields. In particular, Jadid literature (H.Boltaboev, 

B.Karimov, I.Ganiev, U.Jurakulov), jadid drama (Sh.Rizaev, U.Saidov), jadid pedagogy 

(U.Dolimov), jadid press (B.Dustqoraev, H.Saidov) new enlightenment and jadidism 

(N.Jabborov), jadid historiography (S.Kholboev), jadid poetry (N.Afokova), classical 

literary traditions and mastery in the works of jadid writers (M.Tadjibayeva). In 

addition, in 2002, Turkish researcher Fatma Açık and in 2008 Tursun Kurban from 

China defended their dissertations on the literature of this period. All this is evidence of 

the fact that the literature of the Uzbek national renaissance was recognized among the 
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masterpieces of world literature, as well as the school created by Professor B.Kasimov 

in the international arena. 

After all, literature does not choose a nation. It is a reflection of the universal 

feelings created in the history of mankind. Its subject is Man, the object of study is a 

work of art, and the scientist who studies it remains a literary researcher. As a result, the 

use of the ideas and comments of the scientist in his research on modern science, which 

ensured the scientificity and perfection of the project, and it is appropriate to recognize 

it as a scientific school. 

Professor B.Kasimov, studying the literature of this period, not only as a literary 

scholar, but also expresses an objective attitude to socio-political and economic 

processes. proves that he is a scientist. Literary scholar Kazakboy Yuldashev assessed 

the scholar's research as follows: Begali Kasimov, a scholar of the literature of the 

National Awakening, lived in a very difficult period in his works such as "Fitrat", "I was 

resurrected for you, mother!", "Fighter for Independence" with his consistent and 

logical conclusions about the works of modern Jadid writers, he made a significant 

contribution to clarifying the truth about the roots of Turkism and the stages of the 

formation of a sense of nationhood.”[4] Indeed, studying only the ideological and 

artistic features of Fitrat's poetry, the poet's "grassy poems" are not limited to the grief 

of the homeland, the suffering of the country and their connection to the social system, 

but also to the artistic charm, aesthetic function, poem construction, rhyme and weight. 

will be discussed separately. 

Jadid literature distinguishes Jadid creators who have maintained the transparency 

of classical literature as a newly emerging phenomenon. He was one of the first to show 

the image of a nightingale and a flower in our classical literature, tyranny and the blood 

of the liver is the flower of the suffering Turkestan ”[3]. Also, continuing the artistic 

interpretation of traditional images in Avloni's poetry, B.Kasimov noted for the first 

time that "in his ghazals the images of yor, ashik, gul, bulbul, agyor are reflected in a 

new spirit and in a new sense" [5]. His research is dominated by the revolutionary mood 

typical of the Jadids. This mood is especially evident in his books "Mirmukhsin 

Shermuhammedov", "Abdulla Avloni", “Izlay-izlay topganim,” “Marifat dargalari,” 

"Maslakdoshlar", "National awakening: courage, enlightenment, devotion". 

Independence has led to great achievements in the study of Uzbek literature, has 

allowed to study the modern literature, to interpret the works in an objective, 

convincing, scientific way. Professor B.Kasimov is a well-known literary scholar who 

has deeply analyzed and interpreted the literature of this period on the basis of the 

ideology of national independence. Begali Kasimov is a scientist with a bright creative 

horizon and a potential critic. His scientific range is wide, not only in the works of 

Uzbek critics and writers, but also in the works of world literary critics and artists. The 

scholar's works on Belinsky's work, German scholar Ingeborg Baldauf's works, Tatar 

writer Shihobiddin Marjani's literary ties with brotherly Turkish literature, such as Sadiq 

Turol and Javod Hayat, testify to the role of Uzbek critics in the development of world 

aesthetic thinking. 

B. Kasimov's in-depth scientific and theoretical research on the development of 

modern literature is of great importance. In 1995, together with Professor Nasimkhan 

Rakhmonov, he co-authored textbooks on "History of the Turkic Peoples" and 
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"Literature of the Turkic World" in Turkey with experts from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 

Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan and Turkey and cooperation with scientific centers, the 

international recognition of the scientific school created by the scientist, the fact that in 

2002 the Turkish researcher Fatma Açık and in 2008 the Chinese Tursun Qurbon 

defended their dissertations on the literature of this period is another proof that the 

scientist created a real scientific school. 

Among the scholar's analyzes and researches, another important aspect of his as a 

critic stands out. While the Russian literary critic V.G.Belinsky focuses on one feature 

that is necessary for a critic, this aspect does not bypass the work of Begali Kasimov. 

“A certain opportunity to understand the poet is to immerse himself in his soul: to see 

with the eyes, to hear with the ears, to speak with the tongue. It is impossible to study 

Byron without being a Byronist with the whole being. The same can be said of Goethe 

and Schiller. Of course, voluntary surrender to one's influence is still a calm, consistent, 

sincere, passionate, warm-hearted interest. The transformation of the wave of emotions 

into a concept beyond the reach of the mind is a constant step towards the study of the 

poet's work. "[6] Begali Kasimov's research on the works of Uzbek jadid literature 

confirms that he has a real Jadid spirituality. Well-known literary scholar Ozod 

Sharafiddinov does not call Begali Kasimov "the last serious" in vain. He lived and 

created in a serious style. 

Conclusion. In conclusion, it should be noted that the scientific school created by 

Begali Kasimov is an important stage in the development of modern jadid literature and 

his fundamental views on Jadids play a special role in the development of Uzbek 

literature. The study of the scientific activity of the jadids, the scientific literature 

created by the scientist in the transmission of their spiritual and enlightenment heritage 

to the younger generation allows for a deeper penetration and analysis of the science of 

jadid literature. 
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